Features

- Useful in applications involving electromagnetic fields.
- Pyrometer with Rugged mono fiber optics withstands ambient up to 250°C
- Integrated OLED Display & Parameterizing Keys
- Analog output options 0
  - 20mA/4 - 20mA/0-10 V
- Digital interface RS
  232/RS 485 & Bluetooth
  / USB for communication
- Laser targeting light for high precision targeting
- User friendly PC software for communication
- Accessories for mounting and cooling.

VENDOR REGISTRATION
Tempsens is registered with Bharat Dynamics Limited - Hyderabad as supplier for supply of RTD, High Temperature Cables, Sleeves and PVC Leads.

Tempsens is registered vendor for Steel Authority of India Limited - Bokaro for supply of Temperature Sensors and Thermocouple Assemblies.

**EXHIBITIONS**

**PharmaLytica 2019**  
10th to 12th June 2019  
BEC, Mumbai - India

**OGA 2019**  
18th to 20th June 2019  
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

**Thermprocess 2019**  
25th to 29th June 2019  
Dusseldorf Germany

**UPCOMING EXHIBITION**
Tempsens is participating in **Automation Expo 2019** 14th international trade show which is South East Asia’s largest automation and instrumentation exhibition. The exhibition begins on **25th September and continues till 28th September 2019** at Goregaon - Mumbai, India

Tempsens Instruments (I) Pvt. Ltd.
B-188A, Road No.5, Madri Industrial Area
Udaipur 313003, Rajasthan - India
Ph: +91-294-3057700
Fax: +91-294-3057750
**Our mailing address**
info@tempsens.com
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